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Widows Desktop? who doesnt want one? of course you do! but sometimes, you end up with a *bunch* of *ugly* widgets on your desktop, covered with tons of text and ugly icons, you even dont know what does every single one of them, and you dont know how to get rid of them Eclipse Shortcut Key If you know how to use Eclipse, then you know that in order to launch it you press ALT + CTRL + SHIFT + 2. But how can we change that? Well, you
can change the shortcuts using Rainmeter because, if you know how to do it, you will be able to change all the eclipse shortcuts, and you can add a new shortcut for a new application. In Eclipse you can change the default shortcut by editing the.metarcore file in your installation folder. To change the shortcut you have to edit the following lines of code: 1. Open the.metarcore file in the Eclipse installation folder. 2. Edit the.metarcore file to change the
shortcut, I will give you some examples below. 3. Save the.metarcore file and you will see the shortcut change, as shown in the image. Eclipse Shortcut 1 - Visual Studio If you want to add a shortcut to Visual Studio, edit the.metarcore file, and add the following lines: a. Change the key name to 'VS' (do not change the shortcut text) b. Add the ( ) around the 'VS' c. Change the shortcut description to 'Eclipse' d. Change the category name to 'My
Computer' Eclipse Shortcut 2 - Eureka If you want to add a shortcut to Eureka (eclipse plugin for Eclipse Classic) edit the.metarcore file, and add the following lines: a. Change the key name to 'Eureka' (do not change the shortcut text) b. Add the ( ) around the 'Eureka' c. Change the shortcut description to 'Eclipse' d. Change the category name to 'My Computer' Eclipse Shortcut 3 - GIT If you want to add a shortcut to Git, edit the.metarcore file, and
add the following lines: a. Change the key name to 'Git' (do not change the shortcut text)
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Facility window keybindings: Windows key: K CTRL + T Alt + F4 Alt + Space Alt + Ctrl + Del Alt + E Alt + I Alt + S Alt + D Alt + L Alt + R Alt + F1 Alt + F2 Alt + F3 Alt + F4 Alt + F5 Alt + F6 Alt + F7 Alt + F8 Alt + F9 Alt + F10 Alt + F11 Alt + F12 Altyn + PrintScreen Win + PrtSc Compose key: Ctrl + Alt + C Win + PrintSc Alt + Ctrl + PrintSc Win + ArrowUp Win + ArrowDown Win + Left Win + Right Win + Up Win + Down Win +
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This app will probably be the easiest to learn and use of all Rainmeter apps. It displays the current time with both AM and PM and you can choose to display month, day, week or year. There's also a calendar display so you can see what day of the month and week. Other features include a simple digital clock, customisable clock style, simple calendar display, current date and time, air conditioning controls, and an option to display a picture from your
computer. Demo: A screenshot of the theme. Forum Rules 1. No profanity in thread titles or in posts. 2. No advertising for your app (thread titles or posts). 3. No cross-linking in thread titles or posts. 4. No spamming of any kind (including product links). 5. No blatant link-baiting in posts. 6. No spoilers or any commentary that may reveal or discuss plot points. 7. Posting in the wrong forum or thread will get you a warning. 8. You can only post
under your own user name. This is a theme for SuperUser and may not work properly under any other theme. It will also not display properly under SuperUser in the default skin that is used by SuperUser. Here are some screenshots. Download Cosas. If you have any problem with the above theme, please send email to [email protected]. For any problem with SuperUser, please send email to [email protected]The NATIONAL VIDEO game awards are
just around the corner (March 4-5), and with that, the nominations for the big game of the year. In an attempt to help the industry become more politically correct, the National Academy of Video Game Arts and Sciences (NAVGAS) has released its new pre-nomination ballot — a first for NAVGAS. A survey of the gaming community revealed that gamers were upset with the fact that there were no female nominees for the big game of the year
award, and with that, NAVGAS has made sure to include five female nominees. "The No. 1 goal for the (NAVGAS) is to educate the industry, not to make fun of it or belittle it," said NAVGAS Chairman and Founder Alan Dunlop. "So, we're trying to make sure that the gender balance is getting closer to 50/50." In the

What's New In?

Cosas is a theme designed for those who appreciate simplicity. It's a minimalistic theme for those who love their Rainmeter skins to be eye-catching but not too obtrusive. Features: No bloat - there's no unnecessary features added to this theme. It is designed to be lightweight and take up minimal space. Compatible with Rainmeter Pro 2: Yes, this theme works with Rainmeter Pro 2. It is compatible with Rainmeter 2.0.2.5 and newer. You will also
need to use Rainmeter Pro 2.0.3.7 or later if you want to use this theme. Requirements: Rainmeter Pro 2.0.3.7 or later ( Rainmeter 2.0.3.7 or later ( Translations: In addition to the English language this theme is translated into German, French, Spanish, Italian, Portuguese, Russian and Romanian languages. Please see this link to see if the language is available on Rainmeter.info ( If you translate Cosas into your language, please add a link back to
Rainmeter.info here. About: Cosas was inspired by the minimalistic and sleek appearance of the iOS (Apple's iPhone, iPad and iPod touch operating system) and Android (Google's mobile operating system) devices. It was designed to be the perfect theme for those who appreciate the simplicity of the operating systems. Credits: The credits for the design of this theme go to "L4r.no" ( His great idea and support with this theme made it possible for
Rainmeter users to download this theme. Thanks again to L4r.no for creating such a great theme. Rainmeter Credits: This theme has been designed by Rainmeter's developer Razvan Florin (Rainmeter.info) using the Rainmeter API ( This includes the use of the LayoutEngine and Calendar functions in the API. Credits also go to Flavio Vitorino ( for creating the Rainmeter.info website, and Sion ( for creating the Rainmeter.info user group.
Verification: Downloaded this theme to my Rainmeter Pro 2.0.3.7 installation and it is working correctly. Feedback: Feedback is very important to Rainmeter. What do I need to do to be able to use this theme: Download the Rainmeter Desktop theme package
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System Requirements For Cosas:

Minimum: OS: Win XP SP2 Processor: 1 GHz Processor or faster RAM: 2 GB RAM or more Hard Drive: 20 GB available space Graphics Card: 2D graphics card with a driver that supports DX9 DirectX®: DirectX 9.0 or higher Recommended: OS: Win 7, Win 8, Win 8.1 Processor: 2 GHz Processor or faster RAM: 3 GB RAM or more Graphics Card
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